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[Already censored once from YouTube, we share the reupload at
Blind Joe’s YouTube channel below. But, just in case, we have
added a mirrored Odysee copy at the end of this post and have
made it available at Odysee, BitChute & Brighteon. All credit
and copyright belong to Blind Joe. — TCTL editor] [Nov. 11
update:  Second  upload  of  original  has  been  removed  from
YouTube. It has been widely mirrored at alternative sites by
now.]

About Blind Joe

Lyrics:

I will not comply

Quit tryin ta take me to task cuz I don’t wanna wear a mask
or take a vaccine that could maybe make me die

They got no scientific evidence to back that crap up

All they do is feed us lie after lie

That’s why I will not comply

Since back last March I’ve had an achy-breaky heart like
old Billy Ray Cyrus
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Been catching a case of the blues from the news around this
damn coronavirus

Now they’re telling us we gotta keep our chin diapers up
even if we got the shot in the arm

But nobody’s talkin bout exercise or eating food that’s
fresh grown from the farm

That’s why I will not comply

Quit trying ta take me to task cuz I don’t wanna wear a
mask or take a vaccine that could maybe make me die

They got no scientific evidence to back that crap up

All they do is feed us lie after lie

That’s why I will not comply

The only way to stop the violence is for us to break the
silence right now

So if you tend to agree and you’re pissed off like me

Stand your ass up and scream it out loud

Sing I will not comply

Quit tryin ta take me to task cuz I don’t wanna wear a mask
or take a vaccine that could maybe make me die

They got no scientific evidence to back that crap up

All they do is feed us lie after lie

That’s why I will not comply

I’m here to tell ya people

I will not comply!!!

Mornin  folks!  If  you  haven’t  seen  it  yet…  This  is  the



acousticvideo that got the ball rolling! Go follow my buddy
Chase Jobe… What a guy!�� #BlindJoe #IWillNotComply
Blind Joe – I WILL NOT COMPLY!!! (A #ttribute to #Vegetables
#Vitamins and #Truth)https://t.co/LGrhfciv1L

— Blind Joe (@theblindjoe) November 6, 2021
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